
 

 

AlphaMena forms a partnership 

with Eurolink Advisors 
 

 

 

Paris, January14
th

, 2014: AlphaMena has entered into a commercial partnership with Eurolink Advisors 

LLC., a NYC-based Registered Independent Adviser and its FINRA Broker Dealer affiliate Eurolink 

Securities LLC.. This strategic agreement will help both AlphaMena and Eurolink to strengthen their 

combined commercial presence in North America. The offering combines the independent MENA Equity 

Research of AlphaMena with the high level of insight and services provided by Eurolink experienced sales 

team.  

 

AlphaMena pursues its growth plans and challenges the established business model for Equity Research. By 

providing  Eurolink Securities with an exclusive right to distribute the AlphaMena Equity Research to North 

American-based institutions, AlphaMena will significantly increase its number of clients. 

 

Eurolink strengthens its commercial positions in North America markets as it can rely on a team of 10 analysts 

with an unparalleled MENA coverage of more than 108 large stocks. Eurolink on a highly experienced team of 

senior research sales with exhaustive access to North American speaking institutions. 

 

“Addressing American Institutional Investors’ growing demand on MENA zone” 

 

Kais KRIAA, CEO and Head of Research, AlphaMena, adds: 

 

“The cooperation with Eurolink will allow us to come closer to the North American institutional investors 

focused on the MENA region, showing a growing interest in the Arabian equity markets last years. We 

strongly believe that our very comprehensive research tools are magnified by experienced research sales. 

It is also part of our conviction that equity research is a combination of MENA expertise as far as 

effective valuation tools are concerned and local know how in the right language when it comes to 

providing a service to institutions.“ 

 

Patrick Oddoux, CEO of  Eurolink Advisors LLC and CEO of Eurolink Securities LLC, adds:  

 

“The expertise of AlphaMena and its breath of coverage within the region is second to none, and 

Eurolink is particularly excited to provide North American Institutional Investors, the access to the 

excellent AlphaMena research product.” 

 

For any enquiries, please contact : 

 

AlphaMena       Eurolink Securities LLC. 

Kais KRIAA       Patrick Oddoux 

CEO & Head of Research     President & CEO 

Tel : +216 50 53 99 20      Tel : +1 212 313 6729 

E-mail : k.kriaa@alphamena.net    E-mail : poddoux@eurolinksecurities.com 

mailto:k.kriaa@alphamena.net
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About AlphaMena 

 

AlphaMena is the MENA leader in independent equity research, with coverage of 108 Arab securities 

spanning across all sectors. Relying on a team of 10 analysts, AlphaMena provides financial analysis using a 

robust homogeneous and transparent methodology, enabling pure and pertinent comparisons based on 

financial and extra-financial criteria.  

www.alphamena.net 

 

 

About Eurolink Advisors LLC. 

 

Eurolink Advisors LLC. Is a Registered Investment Advisors, providing Independent European Research and 

corporate access to North American Institutional Investors. Its team of Highly experienced European 

Specialists provide bottom up and top down analysis across asset class to generated Investment ideas to its 

customers.  

http://www.alphamena.net/

